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I.

shows that a device with a probe spacing of 7 nm is more
sensitive to DNA hybridization than a device with 3 nm
spacing. Figure 4 shows that increasing the salt concentration
in the analyte solution decreases the sensitivity of the device,
due to increased shielding. However, a minimum salt
concentration is necessary for DNA hybridization.

INTRODUCTION

The development of a DNA field-effect transistor
(DNAFET) simulator is described and implications on
device structure and future experiments are discussed. In
DNAFETs the gate structure is replaced by a layer of
immobilized single-stranded DNA molecules which act as
surface probe molecules [1, 2]. When complementary DNA
strands bind to the receptors, the charge distribution near the
surface of the device changes, modulating current transport
through the device and enabling detection (cf. Fig. 1 and 5).
Arrays of DNAFETs can be used for detecting singlenucleotide polymorphisms and for DNA sequencing. The
advantage of DNAFETs over optical methods of detection is
that DNAFETs allow direct, label-free operation.
II.

In the silicon-nanowire simulations there is only one probe
molecule in the middle of the device (cf. Fig. 5). This device
shows the possibility of being a single-molecule sensor. Figure
6 shows that the sensitivity of the device is a function of its
diameter. As expected, the larger the diameter of the device,
the less sensitive it is due to the decreased surface area-tovolume ratio. Fig. 2 & 3 show the great influence of binding
efficiency, therefore rigorous modeling of surface chemistry is
necessary to understand and predict device performance.

SIMULATION METHOD
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Conventional and silicon-nanowire DNAFETs are
investigated using a rigorous and comprehensive approach [3,
4].The simulator constructs the specified DNA oligomers
and calculates the electrostatic potential due to the partial
charges of the DNA molecules by solving the threedimensional Poisson-Boltzmann equation. For modeling
silicon-nanowire DNAFETs we use a modified threedimensional self-consistent mode-space non-equilibrium
Green function (NEGF) simulator [5], and conventional SOI
structures are simulated by MiniMOS [6]. The siliconnanowire simulation uses small-signal AC analysis with a
bias of 50 mV and a frequency of 79 Hz.
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Figure 1. This is a schematic diagram of the conventional SOI DNAFET
structure. The DNA molecules are bound to the SiO2 surface layer by an
uncharged linker molecule.
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Figure 2. Conventional structure simulation with a probe spacing length of
10 nm and a surface oxide thickness of 4 nm. The absolute values of the
conductance were calculated, and for smaller devices the relative change in
conductance was greater than that for larger-sized devices.
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Figure 5. Silicon nanowire DNAFET diagram.
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Figure 4. Conventional structure simulation with a probe spacing length of
10 nm and a surface oxide thickness of 4 nm. The conductance and surface
potential were calculated in two states; initially with only the probe
molecules attached to the surface and then with the probe molecules
bonded with the target molecules. Sensitivity is defined as the difference
between the values with two strands and the potential with one strand
divided by the value with one strand.
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Figure 3. Conventional structure simulation with a sensor length of 3 and a
surface oxide thickness of 4 nm. 0% binding is calculated with only probe
molecules attached to the surface. The baseline is the 0% binding level.
Sensitivity is defined as the difference between the conductance with two
strands and the conductance with one strand divided by the conductance
with one strand.
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Figure 6. Silicon nanowire structure simulation with a channel length of 20
nm and a surface oxide layer thickness of 2 nm.
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